PSM Coordinate Error Report

Please use this form to report an error in the published coordinates of a survey mark and to provide a new coordinate to the Surveyor-General's Survey Operations Unit

Please enter

Your Name

Company Name

Your Reference

Plan Reference (Enter NA if not related to a lodged plan or subject land details if plan is not yet lodged)

Suburb or Area Name

Erroneous PSM

Other PSMs connected in the survey

Details of the discrepancy

Please email this form with the ‘Provision of Coordinates’ spreadsheet as per CSG Section 2.5 & 2.7 to

DIT.SurveyOperations@sa.gov.au

Do you have any comments that should be considered?

Certification

I have verified my measurements of the above PSM(s) and certify that the coordinates provided comply with the accuracy requirements of the Survey Regulations 2020 and Notice of the Surveyor-General (No 3)- Accuracy.

Licensed Surveyor:  
Signed:  
Date: